ENGINEERING

Baccalaureate Degrees
• Aerospace Engineering, B.S.
• Architectural Engineering, B.A.E.
• Biological Engineering, B.S.
• Biomedical Engineering, B.S.
• Chemical Engineering, B.S.
• Civil Engineering, B.S. (Engineering)
• Computer Engineering, B.S. (Engineering)
• Computer Science, B.S. (Engineering)
• Data Sciences, B.S. (Engineering)
• Electrical Engineering Technology, B.S. (Engineering)
• Electrical Engineering, B.S. (Engineering)
• Electro-Mechanical Engineering Technology, B.S. (Engineering)
• Engineering Science, B.S.
• Engineering, B.S.
• Industrial Engineering, B.S. (Engineering)
• Liberal Arts and Earth and Mineral Sciences Concurrent Degree;
  Liberal Arts and Engineering Concurrent Degree (Engineering)
• Mechanical Engineering, B.S. (Engineering)
• Nuclear Engineering, B.S.
• Surveying Engineering, B.S.

Associate Degrees
• Biomedical Engineering Technology, A.ENGT.
• Electrical Engineering Technology, A.ENGT. (Engineering)
• Mechanical Engineering Technology, A.ENGT. (Engineering)
• Surveying Engineering Technology, A.ENGT.

Minors
• Biological Engineering, Minor
• Biomedical Engineering, Minor
• Computer Engineering, Minor (Engineering)
• Cybersecurity Computational Foundations, Minor
• Engineering Leadership Development, Minor
• Engineering Mechanics, Minor
• Environmental Engineering, Minor
• Information Sciences and Technology for Aerospace Engineering,
  Minor
• Information Sciences and Technology for Industrial Engineering,
  Minor
• International Engineering, Minor
• Nanotechnology, Minor
• Residential Construction, Minor
• Service Enterprise Engineering, Minor
• Six Sigma, Minor

Certificates
• Engineering and Community Engagement, Certificate
• Engineering Design with Digital Tools, Certificate